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About This Game
The world was all but destroyed after the walking sickness wrought havoc on mankind. You managed to stave off the worst of
the outbreak by quarantining yourself and are now on a mission to purge those infected by the disease. Do you have what it
takes to overcome the zombie horde, or will you, too, succumb to it and take solace in the sweet release of death?
You have your choice of game play:

Survive as long as you can against the zombie horde
Neutralize the zombie threat by purging them all
Test your skill by defeating wave-after-wave of increasingly deadly zombies
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Choose your area as well - will you engage zombies in the big city, an arid wasteland, or the remains of a mysterious industrial
building? The decision is yours, but each environment brings its own danger with it so pick wisely.
Your weapons will be your best friend and your only chance of survival. Take out zombies using your trusty 1911 or shotgun, or
amp it up with automatic weapons and your rocket launcher. Don't get too trigger happy, the last thing you'll want to do is run
out of ammo...unless you know how to cheat the system.
Aside from solid, fun game play, you can also read the e-book! When not immersing yourself in live-action zombie killing,
transport yourself into a world filled with danger as you follow a group of college kids through their own waking nightmare. The
book is distributed along with the game.
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Title: Powerless
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Moonlight Studios
Publisher:
Moonlight Studios
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 256 MB DX11 compliant
Storage: 2 GB available space
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fun new maps but why didn't this come with the main game. great game with lots of potential. I had fun playing, but i kinda
wished there was bots so you can play own your own ro to fill up a empty/lacking in player games. A note on the content,
instead of having to pay to access everything they should have made a instant unlock option and level up rewards.. Worst game
ever i played......like♥♥♥♥♥. Well... for 1,79 it's okish. But it is more suited for children or for parents who want to show
basic math and where it might be usefull.
But considering even this, the game does not entertain and educate like expected. Just two riddles in total is just way too few.
Next time put a little bit more effort in it... even though it is sponsored by NASA does not mean the game does not need
anything apart from the Logo.. More decks, levels, missions, and challenges. The most useful of all the DLC for this game..
Although there is a lot of hate for this game, and its not without reason. At the base level this game is great fun. Yes the microtransactions to get skins sucks. Yes players should be able to earn them without having to spend money, but in the end the game
doesn't need skins they are purely cosmetic and makes for a different experience.. Great game. Faced pace, good community of
gamer's, and easy to learn but takes time to master.
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I installed the game and played very ok. But then I adjusted the configuration to a higher level and crashed the game (error: out
of video memory ....). I tried to delete the game, download the game again, but still got the error. Please help me how to fix the
most visible configuration at first to be able to access the game.. im the master. You want to know what's fun about this game?
The cool music!
The rad level layouts!
The awesome character design!
You want to know what's not fun about this game?
Bat Jumping. That level is garbage, there's like a 50% chance you'll actually make it to the next platform if you land on the bat
like you're supposed to. This level wasn't fun, it was cheap.
Other than that one particular level, this game is great! 8\/10
Edit: Actually, all sections where you have to jump on bats seem to be broken. So if you're at a part where there's bats... I gotta
say it's a solid 7\/10
Edit (again): Wow, they still haven't fixed the parts with the bats... seriously?? 5\/10 I guess?
Edit (again again): well... as someone who's played over 6 hours of this garbage game... They Breathe is about the same price,
but doesn't have any annoying bugs. Feels like something I played on the C64 back in the day. This is just awful.. Cute and fun
little logic based puzzle game :). Sometimes game is really frustrating. Game with no idea no screenplay. Only solving annoying
puzzles, sorry I haven't got the idea of the game even when I won the game.
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